NEW FORMULA CERAMIC PAINT PROTECTION WITH GRAPHENE.

NOW TOUGHER THAN EVER.

EXTREME HARDNESS
& RESISTANCE

EXCEPTIONAL THERMAL
PROPERTIES

HYDROG9+ with graphene, now delivers
increased abrasion resistance which
means the coating is not broken down
by weathering, dirt and road grime.
Stronger bonding, hardness, and
outstanding durability, HYDROG9+ with
graphene outperforms and outlasts
most other paint protection products.

HYDROG9+ thermal (heat) properties are
found to be approximately double that of
conventional ceramic coatings, resulting in
exceptional durability and protection for
your vehicle’s paintwork.

SMOOTHER & BRIGHTER
THAN EVER

A NEW HYDROPHOBIC
INTELLIGENCE

HYDROG9+ covalent bonding to the
vehicle paint work delivers a sur face
that is smoother and signific antly
brighter.

HYDROG9+ with graphene delivers super
hydrophobic proper ties creating an
easy- clean low maintenance sur face.
Engineered with nanotechnology to
produce distinctive beading which rolls
of f the sur face helping take away dir t,
dust & road grime.

WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST

exterior protection

HYDROG9+ surface coating is formulated using graphene, an extremely pure material, thanks to its simple
structure based on tight, consistent, atomic bonding.

These interior surface coatings ensure maximum stain resistance, protection for the damaging
effects of UV and delivers an extremely durable finish. Backed by a limited lifetime warranty.*

interior protection

HYDROG9+ interior product range includes newly formulated protective coatings for leather, vinyl,
plastics and fabric & carpet.

These images show actions performed by trained professionals in a controlled environment.
Please do not attempt to re‑create or re-enact any demonstration or activity performed in these images.
*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

ADVANCED HYDROPHOBIC FORMULA

HYDROG9+ delivers exceptional levels of hardness which translates to increased resistance to the
elements and UV stability offering greater defence against fading and oxidation of clear and base coats.
This newly formulated surface coating bonds deeper into the vehicle’s paintwork, is noticeably smoother
to the touch and optically brighter. Backed by a limited lifetime warranty.*

